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ABOUT PINK KINK

There are so many myths and misconceptions about kink that we wanted to set the record straight
and remove the stigma surrounding all the crazy stuff we do. Kink education is very important to

both of us and is the driving force behind Pink Kink. Join us as we talk about our personal
journeys in kink and help you navigate through BDSM so you can have fun while staying safe. We

share our knowledge and experience from a combined 24 years private and professional
experience in the lifestyle, on both sides of the slash, and with a wide variety of kinks. 

 
New episodes every Friday.
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ABOUT PRINCESS RARA

Princess Rara is a sadomasochistic switch with a bit of babygirl thrown in. She has more than
seven years of experience in the kink community. Her kinks include, but are definitely not limited

to, impact, rope suspension, and sharps. In addition to co-hosting the podcast, Rara is very active
in her local community. She hosts The DMV Area Kinksters Munch and teaches classes at kink

events both online and in person. She hosts BDSM play parties and kink education classes in her
personal dungeon, The Domus. Rara also serves as an Impact and Sharps Demo Top for parties

and events plus takes on the occasional client as a Pro Domme. 

PINK KINK STATS

- Launched February 13, 2021
- 225,000 plays to date and growing

Average 1200 plays per episode and growing
- In the top 3% of podcasts globally

4.9 Rating on Spotify and Apple

ABOUT ELECTRO_KAHLEESI

Dara, the Electro Kahleesi, is a sensual sadist, Domme, and a little. She has been in the BDSM
lifestyle for 18 years and her specialty is sensual and sadistic electro play but works within a

variety of kinks and fetishes. A member of the International Violet Wand Guild with over 6 years
experience with the intensities and variations of electro play, Dara offers private electro sessions

and lessons out of her home and demos at parties and kink events in the DC metro area. She also
hosts Little and Pet parties for her local kink group at her home with her Daddy/husband.
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PINK KINK SPONSORSHIP

- Company and products named at start of episode
- Company link provided in show notes 
- Discounted Price for multiple episodes

- $40/one episode
$75/two episodes

$100/three episodes
$120/four episodes

PINK KINK AFFILIATION

- Company and Discount Code introduced at start of episode
- Company link provided in show notes for the course of the affilitation

- Company link posted on Affiliates pages on pinkkinkpodcast.com



WHAT OUR LISTENERS ARE SAYING

- Fun and educational. Looking forward to the next episode.
 

- For people into kink, I'd totally recommend this podcast.
 

- I'm obsessed!
 

- The hosts are a lot fun. Thank you for giving us this gift.
 

- You two have some great chemistry and it's good no matter what your BDSM
experience level is.

 
- I'm learning so much and it's just so awesome to hear you two chatting and sharing

your experiences.
 

- These girls are my favorite thing to listen to now when I'm driving my car. They are
full of information and full of fun at the same time. Great show. Keep up the good fun.

 
- A very clever and entertaining podcast.

 
- Can't get over the great energy Rara and Dara have.

 
- I can't tell you how many times I have just full blown giggled in delight.

 
-  So fun to listen to and highly entertaining.

 
- "Thank you so much for the podcast! My husband and I recently decided to join the
community and your podcast has been such a wonderful resource. I am more excited

then ever to try a lot of new things thanks to Rara and Dara!"
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Pink Kink was named as one of the BEST Kink Podcasts

by Zipper Magazine

PINK KINK ACCOLADES


